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The detection of leakages from the primary circuit equipment in the containment of a
nuclear power plant is required by the "Leak Before Break" concept. The aim is early
detection of developing deviation from normal operation.

The leakage detection from pressurized systems is needed because small leaks may
develop into larger leaks and thus could cause ruptures. During reactor operation the
detection of leakages from primary circuit pipelines is important because it makes possible
early detection of smaller cracks before their developing into pipe breaks or element
rupture, which could result in loss of coolant accident (LOCA). Despite the fact that the
phenomena - leaks from cracks - occur seldom, such conditions should be monitored by
the plant for safety reasons. By using leakage monitoring systems the risk of contamination
due to fluid leak from the flange joints, valves etc. can be also minimized.

As an assumption for application of the "Leak before break" concept is that the
materials used for the primary circuit equipment are sufficiently tough (ductile), so that the
small "through wall" cracks resulting in a coolant leakage much larger than that, which can
be detected by the existing leakage detection systems, will remain stable and not lead to
component rupture. Apart from this, the "Leak before break" concept is used as a part of the
general safety assessment.

To formulate the "Leak before break" concept, a systematical analysis is performed
aimed at determination of all factors, which would influence the integrity of a certain system
of primary circuit elements.

The "Leak before break" concept, considered with regard to the integrity of the primary
circuit piping, includes three stages of assessment aimed at avoiding pipeline rupture, which
would lead to severe consequences.

The first important stage during determination of the scope of applicability of the "Leak
before break" concept is to perform a detailed analysis as well as assessment of the
degradation mechanism and the reasons, which would lead to a specific pipeline break.

During the second stage, by application of the elastic-plastic fracture mechanics
methodology it should be proved that the postulated crack in the pipeline wall will not grow
to the critical size, i.e. such cracks withstand the maximum possible loads.

Within the third stage it should be demonstrated that the leakage rate through the
postulated crack can be detected by the existing or the planned plant systems for leak
detection.

According to the "Leak before break" concept it is determined which primary circuit
pipelines could be potentially ruptured. For pipelines qualified for "Leak before break" an
analysis of the fracture mechanics and material properties, piping loads, welding locations
and procedures is performed. Afterwards, the critical zones in the locations with higher
stresses and most unfavourable properties of the pipeline material are defined and a
"through wall" crack is postulated. For determination of the critical zones, normal operational
and safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) loads are taken into account.

When applying the "Leak before break" concept "through wall" crack in the critical
zones are postulated, whose size is such that they can be detected by the leaks through
these cracks. The margin is required with regard to the leakage, in order to take into



account the uncertainties such as crack opening area, crack surface roughness, two-phase
flow (water and steam) and the leakage detection capability.

The postulated crack size is such, through which under normal operation loads a leak
appears with flow 10 times higher than the accepted criteria for leak detection by the
existing leak detection and monitoring systems. The leak rate is determined on the bases of
calculations, including fluid and fracture mechanics analyses, which are performed in order
to demonstrate the corresponding size flaw stability. It should be demonstrated that this
leakage rate remains constant under normal and safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) loads
with safety factor 1.4 above the maximum load. The acceptable crack size limit is
determined by comparison of the size of the crack, through which a leak appears, with the
critical crack size. Under normal operational and safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) loads, a
factor of at least 2 between the leakage size flaw and the critical size of the "through wall"
crack is required.

For determination of the leak sources and interpretation of the leak data the following
classification of leakages is used:

Identified leakage
• Leakage from closed systems, e.g., leakage from pump seals or valve packing,

whose flow can be measured and delivered to a collection tank;
• Leakage into the reactor containment atmosphere from sources that have

special location and it is known that they do not influence the operation of the
unidentified leakage monitoring systems or they are not from a crack or defects
in the primary circuit.

Unidentified leakage

Leakage into the reactor containment that is not classified as identified leakage.

Intersystem leakage

This is a coolant leakage across the primary circuit passive barriers such as heat
exchanger tubes or tube board into other closed systems or across active barriers such as
isolation valves. Such leakage is not normally released into the reactor containment
atmosphere.

In principle, probable leakage sources in the confinement can be identified by
appropriate leakage detection, collection (leak-off) and measurement systems provided.
This is aimed at decrease the influence of the identified leakage, i.e. the leakage detection
and monitoring systems in the confinement to identify mainly unidentified leakages.

According to the requirements of international I EC 1250 [3] standard and Regulatory
Guide 1.45 [4] there must be at least three different systems, which are independent and
based on different operational principles of monitoring coolant leakage from the primary
circuit to the reactor containment. The sensitivity and response time of the leakage
detection system should be such that early detection of developing leakage, flow rate
monitoring and signaling about possible leak before break situations, as well as elimination
of false signals. The characteristics of the leakage detection systems should be determined
by design calculations or testing in order to demonstrate their capabilities. Each leakage
detection system should be capable to detect a leakage rate of 4 l/min [3] (or 3.78 l/min
according to [4]) within 1 hour. When identified leakages are superimposed with unidentified
leakages, the above sensitivity requirement should be also applied.

ENPRO Consult Ltd. was assigned to perform thermo-hydraulic analyses of the SG
box behaviour of KNPP Units 3 and 4 in case of small primary circuit leaks and during
normal operation of the existing ventilation systems in order to determine the detectable
leakages from the primary circuit by analysing different parameters that could be used for
the purposes of "Leak before break" concept. The following possibilities for early detection
of small leaks in SG box have been considered:



• Measurement of relative air humidity in SG box;
• Measurement of water level in SG box sumps;
• Measurement of gaseous radioactivity in SG box;
• Measurement of condensate flow after the air coolers of P-1 venting system.

One possible method for early detection of "through wall" cracks is to measure and
monitor the humidity levels in the confinement atmosphere.

For the purposes of this study several cases were considered - leakage from primary
circuit with flow rate 3.78 l/min at different initial temperature 40°C, 50°C I/I 65°C and SG box
humidity, respectively 30%, 40%, 50%, 60% and 65%. The temperature range and the
range of humidity in SG box atmosphere are selected according to the permissible
parameters of the thermal and ventilation mode of the hermetic zone during normal
operation [8]. The purpose of these calculations is to determine the humidity variation in SG
box atmosphere at constant flow rate through the crack.

Based on the performed calculations it was found out that for the whole range of initial
values of the SG box humidity, the maximum value of the relative humidity is 11%, obtained
at initial SG box temperature 40°C. On the other hand, at initial temperature 65°C, which is a
boundary temperature according to the standards for SG box venting mode, a minimum
humidity value of 3.3% is observed. In fact, during normal power operation of the unit, the
temperature in SG box is maintained below 60°C, which means that the humidity variation at
initial temperature within the range 40°H-60°C can be detected by the humidity monitoring
system, i.e. the humidity varies within the range 3.3% - 1 1 % .

The pressure and temperature in SG box in case of leak 3.78 l/min vary slightly for all
the combinations of ambient parameters in SG box. In practice, the pressure in SG box
varies within the limits of the normal fluctuations during power operation of the unit.

As a result of these calculations a conclusion can be drawn that the humidity variation
can be generally used as a parameter for detection of leaks with flow rate 3.78 l/min within
one hour at ambient parameters - temperature 40°H-60°C and relative humidity from 30% to
60%.

However, when consider this leak detection method it is necessary to take into
account that the relative humidity in the SG box atmosphere depends significantly on the
ambient humidity and temperature in the measuring location. Due to this reason the
humidity measuring devices can change their indications in a large range (about 5H-10%),

and thus the humidity obtained as a result of a leak can be hidden. This means that if the
relative humidity changes it is necessary to monitor other parameters as well, which could
give information for availability of a primary circuit leakage. If changes of these parameters
are detected then a conclusion for leak availability can be drawn. As a disadvantage of this
method it can be pointed out that the sensors operation area is in very small volumes. The
humidity sensors inside the containment are capable to detect a leakage, but their
disadvantage is the quantitative uncertainty of unknown liquid/vapor ratio in the leak
location. Besides, they can detect a leakage only as a general location of the leak source.
As a whole, the humidity level monitoring can be used as an indirect method for primary
circuit leakage detection, which limits its application as a qualified system.

Except the above-mentioned humidity monitoring system (overall monitoring), there
are systems providing also monitoring of the local humidity. Usually, this is realised by
installing special metal sensor tubes on the primary circuit components (inside the thermal
insulation). The sensor tube has diffusion points through which the ambient humidity soaks
up. A change in the dew point of the confinement atmosphere is used as a method for leak
detection. These systems have high sensitivity (1H-2 kg/h for local leak detection) and they
can detect with high accuracy with respect to the exact leakage location. The use of such
systems meets the qualification requirements if a precise and accurate design is performed.



Another method for leak detection is monitoring the changes of the water level in the
SG box collecting tanks (sumps).

For determination of the boundary value of the leak, leading to appearance of
condensate in SG box, two boundary cases are examined - at initial humidity 30% and 60%
and temperature within the range 40°H-60°C. The purpose of these calculations is to
determine the flow rate through the crack when a condensate will appear in SG box.

For accomplishing this goal a series of calculations were performed in order to
determine the flow rate when the relative humidity in SG box increases to 100%, i.e. until
the moment when the air saturates and the moisture separates in the SG box as a
condensate.

The leak flow rate values for any combination of initial parameters of SG box
atmosphere (temperature and humidity), are obtained by changing the crack flow area until
100% humidity in SG box is reached.

The analyses show that at initial temperature 40°C and humidity 60%, the minimum
leak flow rate through the crack, when a condensate would appear in SG box is about
16 l/min. This means that the lowest leakage flow rate is obtained at minimum boundary
value of the temperature and maximum boundary value of the humidity in SG box
atmosphere. This flow rate cannot be used for detection, because such combination of
parameters in the confinement is not allowed during normal operation of the unit.

With the second possible combination of parameters, at humidity 30% in SG box and
temperature variation of 40°H-60°C, the leak flow rate varies within the range 27H-40 l/min.
This means that under normal operation conditions, if the humidity varies within the range
30-60% and the temperature - 40°H-60°C, the leak flow rate, when it is expected a
condensate to be produced in SG box, is within the range 16H-40 l/min.

It comes evident from the performed calculations that this method can not be used for
reliable detection of small primary circuit leakages with flow rate about 3.78 l/min. In
addition, this method could not be used due to the present configuration of the sumps in
compartment A013 of Unit 3 and 4 and grooves through which the flow is removed from the
SG box, as well as due to the backward floor inclination and creation of dead zones in SG
box.

The third analysed method is leakage detection by monitoring the activity of
radioactive aerosols and radioactive gases in the confinement atmosphere. The
measurement of the gas activity, carried out in the non-serviceable compartments of Unit 3
and 4 plays at the same time the role of technological control for leak detection from primary
circuit equipment. The most representative for determination of the radiation situation on the
basis of the gas aerosol activity in the controlled area is the measurement of beta-gases,
aerosols and iodine vapours.

For the purposes of this study, three cases for determination of the volumetric
gaseous radioactivity variation at different values of the leak flow rate from the primary
circuit were considered.

In the first case, the variation of the gaseous radioactivity in SG box atmosphere is
calculated at a leakage rate 3.78 l/min. This is the leakage rate when, as accepted, the
primary circuit leak detection systems will respond within one hour. Average values of the
initial concentration of I, Cs and radioactive noble gases are used for the calculations. It is
obtained that the volumetric gas activity in SG box at a leak rate 3.78 l/min, reaches
2.9 10~8 Ci/I within 1 h. This means that the existing radiation control system will respond
immediately and will report the activity deviation in SG box.

In the second case, a leak equal to the sensitivity of the existing leak detection system
"ALUS", which is 2.5 kg/min is considered. The operational data for the primary circuit
activity was used for the calculations, taking into account the average values of I, Cs and



radioactive noble gases inventory. The maximum value of the volumetric gas activity in SG
box at a leak rate from the primary circuit 2.5 kg/min, is .6.8 10~8 Ci/I reached within 12
hours. It should be pointed out that during the first 5 min, the activity value exceeds the limit
of 3 10~9 Ci/I, when a warning signal is given by "Radiation and dosimetric control" board, so
as the operational personnel will receive immediately information for appearance of
radioactivity in SG box.

In the third case, with purpose of comparison, calculations for determination of the gas
activity variations due to leaks, registered on Unit 2 of KNPP (12.05H-14.05.99) were
performed. The registered leaks have been through cracks in the main metal of the joint
from Dy 18 to Dy 25 before valve C1-24 of SVO-1 (reactor water treatment system). The
average leakage flow rate through the crack is calculated to be 131.5 l/h. The maximum
value of the gaseous radioactivity, measured in compartment A002 (SG box) within 24h
after the beginning of the leak is about 2 10~8 Ci/I.

Calculations of the variation of the volumetric gas activity in SG box were made at an
average leak rate 131.5 l/h (2.19 l/min) and using average values for the initial concentration
of the radioactive products in the primary circuit coolant. Comparing the results with those of
the measurements it became evident that the two values of the gaseous radioactivity
variation in SG box are of one and the same rate, i.e. the expected results obtained by
means of the used analysis methods are the same as the really measured ones.

A conclusion can be made that the devices for airborne particulate and gaseous
radioactivity monitoring are capable to detect primary coolant leakages. The sensitivity and
response time depend on the following : location and construction of the sampling system,
atmosphere mixing in the containment, radiation detector characteristics, ambient radiation
background and concentration of the detectable isotopes in the coolant and in the
confinement atmosphere. The quantitative measurement of the coolant leakage is possible
by this method, but this requires comprehensive information about the coolant radioisotopes
inventory and a specialised computer system for quick calculations, reduction and
interpretation of the monitored data.

It can be generally stated, that the measurement of the volumetric activity of the gases
in SG box atmosphere can be used as a general global (overall) indication (without
possibilities for accurate leak measurement and localisation) for detection of small leakages
from the primary circuit.

In principle, the radioactivity monitoring gives a good possibility to detect also small
intersystem leaks of coolant from primary to secondary circuit: For example by monitoring
steam activity (measurement of nitrogen-16 activity).

Uncontrollable leaks can also be detected by measuring the condensate collected by
the air cooler drainage pans of the SG box re-circulation ventilation system P-1.
Appearance of uncontrollable leaks from the primary circuit within the SG box lead to an
increase of the moisture content in the air. The air moisture is removed by the air cooler
units of re-circulation system P-1 and it condenses upon the heat exchange surface of the
air coolers.

The method of condensate flow monitoring consists of control of the liquid, which run-
off from the drainage pans under the air coolers of re-circulation system P-1. The increase
of the condensate flow rate can be an indication for increased leakage in the confinement.

During the first stage of analysing the applicability of this method for leakage
detection, the condensate run-off produced during normal power operation of the Unit was
determined. The calculations were performed at different initial values of the temperature
from 40°C to 60°C and humidity from 30% to 60%. The calculation results show that within
the temperature range 40°C - 60°C and at initial relative humidity from 30% to 50%,
condensate after P-1 system air coolers is not produced. This means that at these SG box
parameters the air coolers operate in the dry part, i.e. the air cooling process runs without



variation of the moisture content in the SG box atmosphere. Condensate after P-1 system
air coolers is produced at SG box humidity of 60% and temperature within the range 40°C -
60°C.

During the second stage of analysing, several cases with different initial conditions
were considered in order to determine the condensate flow after P-1 system air coolers at a
leak flow rate from the primary circuit 3.78 l/min. The calculations are made taking into
account the airflow rate in case of 3 operating fans of P-1 system. After the calculations
made for the entire range of initial parameters in SG box (temperature and humidity) it was
found out that at a leak flow rate 3.78 l/min, condensate after P-1 system air coolers is
produced only at humidity boundary value of 60% in the temperature range 40°C - 60°C.
The condensate mass after P-1, caused by the above-mentioned primary circuit leakage
within 1 h, is about 50 kg.

The flow rate measurement of the condensate collected in the drainage pans of the air
coolers of re-circulation ventilation system P-1 is a method that can be used for primary
circuit leak detection. This can be performed by water level monitoring in the collecting tank
located at an outlet of the condensate drainage line after P-1 air coolers. It should be taken
into account that the localisation of the leakage can not be performed by this method.

For determination of the confinement behaviour in case of very small primary circuit
leaks, during normal unit operation, a model was developed by Enpro Consult Ltd. to be
used with the computer code MELCOR. The confinement of KNPP Unit 2 with WWER-
440/230 is used for creation of the basic model. The model is developed with purpose to
monitor the main parameters in SG box in case of very small leakages (about 4 l/min). This
purpose was fulfilled by:

• Detail consideration of the heat structures in the SG box - civil construction and
equipment - the hermetic zone is divided into 7 control volumes ;

• Special model of the leakage allowing modelling of leakages through cracks
typical for "Leak before break" concept;

• Enhancing the accuracy of the code calculations by adjusting the integrated in
MELCOR "sensitivity coefficients";

• Detail consideration of the systems for confinement ventilation having significant
influence on the basic parameters for detection of small leak as an element of
the "Leak before break" concept;

• Verification of the results with data for leaks from cracks with defined
parameters, obtained by using other methodologies [11] and [12].

Cracks and defects in piping walls are difficult for detection and monitoring, and a
possibility exists the leak location to develop as a result of unexpected combinations of
internal defects and external stresses. This may occur on a primary circuit section that can
not be isolated. Therefore, it is necessary the primary circuit leak to be detected and
monitored, and the operators to be provided with quick and quantitative information in order
to undertake urgent measures, if the leakage threatens the nuclear safety of the unit.

The safety classification of a leakage monitoring system should be in compliance with
the system that uses its output signals : for example a safety system, if the protection
systems are automatically actuated or it is defined as a safety related diagnostic system for
normal operation, if, in case of necessity, actions are manually initiated.

The purpose of leakage detection is to identify, localise and make quantitative
assessment of the leak to a degree allowing evaluation of the leak seriousness. Technical
means and systems for leak monitoring based on different physical principles and methods
of detection, measurement and localisation of a primary circuit leak are created. Such
methods are, for example: water level monitoring in collecting tank, leak detection by
radioactivity monitoring, condensate flow monitoring, primary circuit coolant quantity
monitoring, leak detection by humidity level monitoring, temperature, confinement pressure
in the, leak detection by acoustic monitoring etc. A brief summary based on the capabilities



of the different methods of leak detection, from the point of view of the applicability of a
particular method is given in Table 1 [3]. The classification made in Table 1 provides a
preliminary and quick orientation for selection of means (system) for leakage detection.
When designing and selecting a leak monitoring system, specific qualification requirements
are developed in compliance with the object of application. The usage of some of these
methods requires appropriately trained personnel and computerised information systems.

Table 1

N°

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Method

Sump monitoring

Condensate flow monitors

Radiogas activity monitor

Radioparticulate activity monitor

Reactor coolant inventory

Humidity

Acoustic monitor

Temperature

Pressure

Tape moisture sensors

Liquid radiation monitor

Steam line radiation monitor (PWR)

Visual

Leakage
detection
sensitivity

A

A

A

B

B

A

A

A

B

B

A

A

B

Leakage
measurement

accuracy

A

B

B

B

B

C

B

C

C

C

B

C

C

Leak
location

C

C

B

B

C

B

A

B

C

B

B

A

B

A - Can generally be applied to meet the requirements if properly designed and
utilised.

B - May be acceptable, marginal, or unable to meet the requirements depending on
application conditions and number of measurement locations.

C - Not normally recommended but might be used to monitor specific locations.

For both Units 3 and 4 of KNPP a qualified complex system for detection of small
leaks is planned to be constructed. Such a system has to unite the following systems:

• Acoustic system for leak detection "ALUS", manufacturer SIEMENS. This
system is commissioned. "ALUS" is based on the principle that a leak through a
wall crack produces acoustic waves in the metal structure, which can be
detected by acoustic detectors;

• System for control of the tightness of the main primary circuit pipelines by
monitoring the local humidity - this system is new. The humidity monitoring by
this system, in the vicinity of the leakage is performed by metal sensor tubes
with diffuse points, highly resistant to temperature and radiation, filled with dry
air and located inside the thermal insulation (local monitoring) of primary circuit
components or in the equipment compartments (overall monitoring). The
leakage detection, respectively humidity monitoring is performed by
determination of the dew point in the confinement atmosphere, obtained from
the measuring location;



• System for primary circuit leakage detection by measuring condensate run-off in
collecting tank after ventilation system P-1 air coolers. Essentially, the
condensate flow monitoring consists in measuring the liquid level in a special
tank from 0 to 200mm.

For this complex system, a computerised central diagnostic panel for leakage
monitoring is planned, which should integrate the indications, signals and information from
the above-listed three systems and will be located in the respective MCR. This
computerised panel (industrial performance) shall contain the necessary hardware and
software for obtaining the collected by the individual systems data. On the common panel
display, which is also at disposal in emergency situations, the quantitative measurements,
together with procedures (if the data from the respective system allow such procedures) for
localisation of the leak sources by the separate systems, shall be displayed, as well as
alarm situations and, if necessary, they shall be registered by means of a printing device. A
possibility shall be provided for periodical adjustment of the indications display mode, the
alarm set and calibrating factors, in order to compensate variations in the real ambient or
background conditions. The leak monitoring visualisation shall be clear, with unique
designation of the leak parameters and the same measuring units of the calculated values.
The central diagnostic panel shall have an archive system, which shall enable historical
tracing of old lekages as well as the trend of the new detected leak, if any. The interface
with the operator is planned to be in Bulgarian.

The requirements of general Bulgarian and international codes and standards
regarding primary circuit coolant leakage detection from NPP systems are fulfilled by
construction of such complex systems for detection of small leaks at each Unit 3 and 4 of
KNPP.
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